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NATHAN DIVINSKY

We shall call an element x of a ring A, right E-regular if there exists

an element y in A such that x = xy. This property of x belonging to

x^4 has been studied before [2; 6J.1 With techniques available from

[S] it is not difficult to show the existence of a maximal right D-

regular two-sided ideal Mr and a left analogue Ml- These are in

general not equal. They are connected with the Jacobson radical /

and the subradicals Pr and PL, [6], in the following way:

Pr = J r\ Mr;        Pl = J C\ Ml.

The present note goes on to consider the cases Mr = 0 and Mr=A,

for various degrees of chain assumptions. In the commutative case

Mr — Mt1 = M, the maximal E-regular ideal.

1. Preliminaries. Following Brown and McCoy [5], to each ele-

ment a of a ring A we associate the right ideal Fia) =aA. The element

a is said to be right E-regular (r.D.r.) if a belongs to Fia). A right

ideal is said to be r.D.r. if every element in it is r.D.r. It is easy to see

that Fia+b)^Fia) + ib)r^Fia) + ib), and that Fia+b)^Fia) if b is

in Fia). Then by Theorems 1 and 2 of [5] we can conclude that Mr

= {x: (x) is r.D.r.}, is a two-sided ideal which contains every r.D.r.

two-sided ideal; and that MRiA — Mr) =0. In other words, A is an

(E, 0, W) group and by Theorem 6 of [5] we have:

(1) Mr =  n Mi ,
i

where M, is a large modular right ideal, i.e. there exists an element x.

not in Mi such that x,^4 ^ M< and such that every right ideal which

properly contains Mi, also contains x<. The set Mi is the largest two-

sided ideal contained in Mt.

Though this development is both elegant and general it does not

seem to yield the fact that Mr contains all the r.D.r. right ideals. In

particular, if x is in xA and if for every y of A, xy is in xyA, it is not

clear that x must be in Mr. To obtain this fact one must return to

the original Jacobson techniques and develop Mr from a one sided

point of view. Using a technique of [6] we obtain:
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Lemma l.Ifx is r.D.r. and if a belongs to an r.D.r. right ideal, namely

aA, then a+x is r.D.r.

Proof. We have xx' = x, aa' = a. Define u = a — ax'=aa' — ax'

= a(a' — x'). Then u belongs to aA and therefore there exists an ele-

ment u' such that uu'= u. Define v = u' -\-x' — x'u'. Then xv = xu'

-fxx'— xx'u' =xu'-\-x — xu'=x; and av = au'-{-ax' — ax'u'= (a — ax')u'

-\-ax' = a — ax'-\-ax' = a. Therefore (a-\-x)v = a-\-x. Q.E.D.

Corollary. The sum or two r.D.r. right ideals is an r.D.r. right ideal.

We define M\ to be the union of all the r.D.r. right ideals. Then

M\ is itself an r.D.r. right ideal. We now show that it is a two-sided

ideal:

Lemma 2. M% is a two-sided ideal of A.

Proof. For a in A and x in M%, xa is in M%. Since xx' = x and for

every y of A, there is an element y' such that xy=xyy'; axx' = ax and

axyy' = axy. Therefore ax is in M%. Q.E.D.

It is now easy to see that M% = MR and we have

Theorem 1. If x is in xA and for every y of A, xy is in xyA, then x

is in Mr.

The proof of the next theorem is immediate from results in [6],

Theorem 2. If J is the Jacobson radical of A, then PR = JC\MR

= J(MR); and Ph = J(~\ML = J(ML).

Thus in the commutative case, the subradical is the radical of the

max.D.r. ideal.

We shall now obtain some simple properties of Mr. First we ob-

serve that Mr and ML may not be equal. The following example is

due to Hopkins [8]. Let A be the set of all me-\-nu, where e2 = e,

u2 = 0, eu = u, ue = 0, and where m, n are in a field F. Then ML=A

whereas Mr = 0. The proof of the following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 3. If B is an ideal of A, then MB(B) <B!~\MR.

The point is that they may not be equal. Let B = J, and let A have

a right unity element. Then Mr(B) =0, whereas BC\MR = jr\A =J.

We observe also that MR = MRA = MRA" for every n; ML = A mML,

for every m.

Lemma 4. MR(MR) ^ Ml for every n; MR(MR) = MR(Ml) for every n.

PROOF. If x is in MR(MR), then in particular x = xy, with y in MR.
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Then x = xyn_1, which is in Mr. The second half is also immediate,

x = xyn, with y" in Mr.

Thus we have Mr > Mr > • • • > Mr > ■ ■ ■ > MR(MR)

= Mr(M2b)= ■ ■ ■ =MRiMnR) =

This chain can in fact descend.

Example 1. Let A be the set of all finite sums 2Z" aiX{+ ^" fty',

where a,- and /3y are in a field E and where x and y are indeterminates

such that x'y> = y'x* = x' for every i and j. Then A7 = (x), i>72

= (x2), • • • , M" = (x"), 17(717)= • ■ • =Af(Af")= • • • =0.

By methods almost the same as in [4], one can prove

Theorem 3. If An is the complete matric ring of order n over A then

MRiAn) = iMRiA))n;        MLiAn) = (JfiU)),.

This leads to

Lemma 5. 7/ai, • • • ,anis any finite set of elements in Mr, ai = atai >

then there exists an element b in A but not necessarily in Mr such that

ai = aib for all the a,.

Proof. Since the a, are in Mr, the nXn matrix c, with the g^ in

the first column and zeros elsewhere, is in MRiAn), by Theorem 3.

Then, in particular, there exists a matrix d=ibt,) such that cd = c.

However

' aibn • • •

a2bn ■ • •
cd =

.anbu ■ ■ • J

and therefore b = bu.

An inductive proof can also be given. For w = 2, Lemma 5 is a con-

sequence of the proof of Lemma 1. We assume the result for any set

of n — 1 elements of Mr. Given a,\, ■ • ■ , an, with aj = a,ai, consider

the set of n — 1 elements o, —a,a„', for t = l, • ■ • , n — 1. By induction

there exists an element g such that iai—aia/.)g = ai — aia'n. Define

b = a'n-\-g—a'ng. Then anb = an+ang — ang = an; whereas aib = Oial

+ iai — aia/)g = aian +ai — aia/ =ait for t = l, • • • , » —1. Q.E.D.

Corollary. If Mr is finitely generated as a left A-module, then there

exists an element e in A such that Mr = Mne pointwise. The element e

is not necessarily in Mr, or an idempotent or unique.

It is clear that if A has a right unity element then A = Mr. If
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A =J, then both Mr and ML are zero, since x in xJ or Jx implies

x = 0, [3]. Thus we might expect that if MR=A then A is well be-

haved whereas if MR = ML = Q then A is radical-like. This is certainly

so when A is commutative with DCC. In that case A can be ex-

pressed as A =eA-\-No where e is an idempotent, eiVo = 0 and 7V0 is

nilpotent. Since a central idempotent is always in both MR and Ml,

here e is in M and thus eA ^ M. On the other hand if x is in M, x

= exi+ni, then in particular there exists an element ey-\-n2 such that

(exi + «i) • (ey + «2) =exi + Wi. Then exiy+nin2 = exi-\-ni and thus nin2

= «i, «i = 0. Therefore M^eA, M = eA. AlsoAT'o is simply M', the set

of annihilators of M. We have

Theorem 4. If A is a commutative ring with DCC then A =M-\-M',

where M, the max.D.r. ideal, has a unity element and M' is nilpotent.

This corresponds to the result in [4] which states that every ring A

with DCC (though not necessarily commutative) can be expressed

as M-\-M' where M, the max. regular ideal, is semi-simple, and where

M' is bound to its radical. Here M>M and M'<M'. Thus we know

more about M', namely that it is nilpotent, and less about M, since

it is not necessarily semi-simple.

Corollary I. If A is commutative with DCC then M = A if and only

if A has a unity element; M = 0 if and only if A is nilpotent.

Using the fact that M(A —M)=0 we then have

Corollary 2. If A is commutative with DCC for A—M or in par-

ticular for A, then A—M is nilpotent.

Theorem 4 and its corollaries remain true if the condition of com-

mutativity is relaxed to the restriction that all idempotents lie in the

center. Without DCC however, Theorem 4 is false, for in Ex. 1, M

is the set of all Xa <*&', whereas M' is the set of all ]£? /3,-y' with

YJ? ft = 0. Thus M and M' do not fill out all of A.

2. The cases Mr, ML, Mr and ML equal to zero.

Theorem 5. 7/^4 is a ring with DCC on right ideals, then A is nil-

potent if and only if MR = 0 and there are no nonzero absolute left zero

divisors (i.e. elements x such that xA =0) in A" for every n.

Proof. In one direction the proof is clear. Assume then that MR = Q

and that there are no nonzero absolute zero divisors in An. By DCC

we can write A=eiA+ ■ ■ ■ +enA-r-No where the etA are indecom-
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posable right ideals and N0 is nilpotent. If eX9*0 then it is not in Mr.

Then there must exist an x' in A such that eix'9*0 and such that

eix' is not in eix'A. Elseei is in Mr by Theorem 1. Thus eix'A9*eiA.

Since eiA is indecomposable, eix'A must be nilpotent. Since eix'

= e"~1x' is in A" for every n, eix'A cannot be zero. Let N be the max.

nilpotent ideal of A. Then eiN>eieix'A =eix'A9*0. However the

chain eiA>exA2> ■ • • >eiNm> ■ ■ • terminates in zero after a

finite number of steps. Then there exists an integer wSil such that

eiN"'9*0, eiNw+1 = 0. Let x" be an element of A1" such that eix"^0 and

let x — eix". Then xN — 0, X9*0. Since x = eix" = e"_1x" is in A" for

every n, xA 9*0. Since xN0<xN = 0, there must exist an e, such that

xeiA9*0. However since xA7' = 0, xetA is a minimal right ideal of A.

For if O9* I ^ xe%A, where 7 is a right ideal of A, let Q

= [y in dA: xy is in 7}. Then Q is a right ideal of A, Q^e,A. If

Q9*eiA, then Q is nilpotent because eiA is indecomposable. Then

xQ<xN = 0 and therefore if z is in 7, z = xeiZr for some z' in A, e,z' is

in Q, xe,z' = 0, 7 = 0. Thus Q = dA, I = xeiA.
Finally let y' be an element of A such that xeiy'9*0, and let y = eiy'.

Then xy is in xe,A, xyN = 0, xyA9*0 (since xy = e"_2xy is in A" for

every n). Now xy^4^xe,-.4 and since xe.vl is minimal, xyA—xeiA.

Therefore xy is in xyA. Furthermore if xyu9*0, xyuA 9*0 (again since

xyw = e"~3xyw is in An for every n) and thus xyu is in xyuA. Therefore

xy is in Mr by Theorem 1. This is a contradiction and thus all the e,

are zero, and A must be nilpotent. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. If A has DCC on left ideals then A is nilpotent if and

only if Ml = 0 and there are no nonzero absolute right zerodivisors in

A" for every n.

Since Mr contains the max. regular ideal M and when A— J is

regular, or in particular when A has DCC on right ideals, then il7 = 0

if and only if A is bound to /, Theorem 6, [4], we can conclude that

when Mr — 0 and A has DCC on right ideals, A is bound to J.

Combining this with Theorem 5 we have

Corollary 2. If A has DCC on right ideals and MR = 0, then either

A is nilpotent or A is bound to N and A has an absolute left zero divisor

in An for every n.

The converse is also true. Using the fact that MRiA —Mr) =0 we

have

Corollary 3. If A has DCC on right ideals, then A —Mr is nil-

potent if and only if xA ^ Mr and x in iA — MR)n for every n, implies

that x is in Mr.
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When Mr = Ml = 0 the zero divisor condition can be slightly

weakened.

Theorem 6. 7/^4 has DCC on one-sided ideals, then A is nilpotent if

and only if MR = ML = 0 and there are no nonzero total divisors of zero

in A" for every n, i.e. elements x such that xA=Ax = 0 and x in An for

every n.

Proof. In one direction the proof is clear. Conversely, we write as

before A = eiA + ■ ■ ■ -\-e„A-\-No where the etA are indecomposable

right ideals and N0 is nilpotent. If ei^O, consider the chain dN

>dN2> ■ ■ ■ >eiNa = 0. There exists an integer y such that eiA^^O,

eiNf+1 = 0. If 7 = 0, let x be any element such that eixy^O. Consider

dxA^eiA. If eixAp^eiA, then since e\A is indecomposable, eixA is

nilpotent, eixA is in N. Then d-eixA <dN = Q. Then eiX is properly

nilpotent, eiX is in N. Then ei ■ eiX = 0 = eiX, a contradiction. On the

other hand if eiX.,4 = ei^4 then etx is in eix^4 and since ei is in eiA, ei is in

Mr by Theorem 1. Then ei = 0, a contradiction. Thus eiN^O, 7=il.

Similarly there exists an integer p^l such that N^ei^O, Np+1ei = Q.

In this way we obtain for each e,-, integers "y,- and ps- such that dN^iy^O,

eiN'"i+1 = 0, N^d?*0, N*>i+lei = 0. Let f3 be the maximum of the yt

and Pi. Then setting e = ei+ • ■ ■ -\-e„, eN0+1 = N^+1e = O, and either

eN? or Me^O. Suppose eN^^O. Then for some e,-, ejN^^O. Take x' in

N? such that e;-x'^0 and let x = ejx' = e$t = ex. Then xN = 0. Since

ML = 0 and x is in ^4x, there must exist (Theorem 1) an element y in

A such that yx^O and such that yx is not in ^4yx. We may take

y=yej = ye. The element y must be in N. For yx not in ^4yx implies y

not in ^4y = Aye,. Thus Aye, ^Ae, and since Ae, is indecomposa-

ble, Aye, is nilpotent. Then ye,-yej is nilpotent, ye, is nilpotent and

clearly yej = y is properly nilpotent and therefore y is in N. Then yx

is in NejNe-^N$+1 and therefore yxe = 0. Also yxN = 0 and thus yx^4

= 0. Also eyx = 0, since eN^+1 = 0. Note that yx = yejx=ye]~2x is in

An for every n. If yx is not a total zerodivisor, Ayx^O. Then, Nyxp^O,

since eyx = 0. Let yi be an element in N such that yiyx^O. As above

yryxA =eyiyx = 0. If yiyx is not a total divisor of zero, A^yiyx^O. We

continue this process until t=y$-i ■ ■ ■ yryxs^O, tA =0, et = 0. Then /

is in WejW and Nt is in W+hjW = 0. Thus At = tA=0, and t

= y$-i - ■ • yiyefx is in A" for every n. This is impossible and thus

d = 0 for every i, A = N0, A is nilpotent. Q.E.D.

The Hopkins example mentioned earlier shows that the divisor of

zero restrictions cannot be removed, for MR = 0, A has DCC and

is not nilpotent. To obtain an example for Theorem 6, let A be an

algebra of dimension 4 over a field F, with basal elements e, u, v, w

and the following multiplication table:
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e u v w

e     e 0 v 0

u    u 0 w 0

j)     0 0 0 0

w    0 0 0 0

Then Mr = Ml = 0 and A is not nilpotent. The radical is generated

by u, v, and w. The element w is a total divisor of zero and in An for

every n. This algebra is in fact subdirectly irreducible with minimal

ideal generated by w. For let 7 be any ideal of A, with x = ae -\-j3u -\-yv

-\-dw in 7. Then xe=ae-\-/3u, ex = ae-\-yv, xv = av, ux = au. Then if

a9*0, I contains u, v and then w, and also e, I = A. If a = 0, 7 contains

/3w and yv and therefore dw. If f$9*0, then u and w are in 7. If y9*0,

v and w are in 7. If /3 = y = 0, 7= (to). Thus there are precisely five

nonzero ideals: («/), (w, ?>), (j>, w), (m, z;, w), (w, z», w, e). Since w is not

in Mr or J17r, they are zero.

We now return to the commutative case but drop DCC. Then

M — {x: x is in xA } and thus M contains all idempotents. In (1) all

Mi =the corresponding Mi.

Theorem 7. If A is commutative then M = 0 if and only if A is iso-

morphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings with an ab-

solute divisor of zero in their minimal ideals. That is, they are of type /?

[7].

From [7] we know that a commutative subdirectly irreducible ring

with the ascending chain condition is either nilpotent or has a unity

element. Thus we have

Theorem 8. If A is commutative with ACC then M = 0 if and only

if A is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of nilpotent subdirectly irreducible

rings.

Though Theorems 7 and 8 seem to yield radical-like results, this

may be misleading. Let A be the ring of even integers. It has ACC but

not DCC. Also M — 0 and A is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of nil-

potent rings, namely

A = iA/ii), A/i8), ■ ■ ■ , A/i2"), ■■ ■)

where ■4/(2") has 2"_1 as an absolute divisor of zero and is nilpotent

for every n. However 7 = 0 and therefore A is isomorphic to a sub-

direct sum of fields, namely

A = iA/i6), A/ilO), A/iU), • • • , A/i2p), • ■ • )
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where p is a prime. Thus A may be semi-simple and still have M = 0.

This example also shows that DCC is necessary to obtain nil-

potence. To see that ACC is necessary to obtain a subdirect sum of

nilpotent rings, we may consider the example in [7] which is com-

mutative, subdirectly irreducible, has neither chain condition, has

J7 = 0 and is not nilpotent.

3. The cases A = Mr, A = ML, A = Mr = ML. In studying the ex-

istence of right, left and two sided unities, Baer [l; 2; 3], concerned

himself to some extent with right and left E-regularity. We summa-

rize some of his results in the language of Mr, Ml and M:

With DCC on one-sided ideals:

la. A = Mr if and only if A has a right unity.

2a. A = Mr = Ml if and only if A has a unity.

3a. A commutative, A =M if and only if A has a unity.

If A —J has a unity or if A —J has DCC on one-sided ideals:

2b. A =Mr = Ml if and only if A has a unity.

3b. A commutative, A=M if and only if A has a unity.

However la needed some strengthening:

lb. A has aright unity if and only if A = MR and when A =J-\-Ax,

x must be in Ax.

Baer also proved, for a ring with DCC on one-sided ideals:

c. A has a right unity if and only if A has a non-right-zero divisor,

i.e. an element x such that yx = 0 implies y = 0.

Let A be a ring with ACC on left ideals. Then, as is well known,

every left ideal of A is finitely generated and in particular Mr

= { 2Zr niai-\-xial}, xt in A, a,- in Mr, n, integers. By the corollary to

Lemma 5, there exists an element e in A such that Mr = Mrc, point-

wise. If we assume Mr=A, e is a right unity element.

Theorem 9. If A has A CC on left ideals, then A has a right unity if

and only if A= Mr.

Passing now to rings without chain conditions, we first prove

Lemma 6. A has a left unity if and only if there exists an element x in

A such that x is in xA and x is not a left zero divisor.

Proof. If A has a left unity/, then / is in fA, and if/y = 0 then

clearly y = 0. Conversely if x is in xA, x = xe, then for every y, xiy — ey)

= 0 and since x is not a left zero divisor, y = ey, e is a left unity.

Note that if x were also not a right zero divisor, then A would have

a unity. For x = ex = xe and (y —ye)x = 0 yields y=ye for every y.

Corollary. A has a unity if and only if either Mr or Ml has a

non-zero-divisor.
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We thus have for rings without chain conditions:

Theorem 10.

a. If A = Mr, then A has a left unity if and only if A has a non-left-

zero-divisor ; A has a unity if and only if A has a non-zero-divisor.

b. If A = Ml, A has a right unity if and only if A has a non-right-

zero-divisor.

c. If A = MR = Ml, then A has a unity if and only if A has a non-

zero-divisor if and only if A has a non-right and a non-left-zero-divisor.

Note that then if A = MR = Ml and if A has neither a right nor a

left unity, then every element of A is a two-sided divisor of zero.

In the commutative case, when A = M it is thus clear that A has a

unity if and only if A has a non-zero-divisor. We can obtain more.

For when A is expressed as a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible

rings Ai, each At must be equal to its M<: Let x* be any element of A{.

It must appear in the expansion of some element, say x=(xi, • ■ • ,

Xi, • • • )• Since A=M, there exists an element y in A such that

xy = x. Let y = (yi, • • • , y,-, • • • ). Then xtyi = Xi and x, is in Mi,

At = Mi. However from [7], it is clear that if a commutative sub-

directly irreducible ring is equal to its maximal 7)-regular ideal, it

has a unity element. In fact it is either a field or has a unity and is a

field modulo its set (an ideal) of zero-divisors. If in addition it has

ACC, it is either a field or has a unity and is a field modulo its maxi-

mal nilideal. Thus we have:

Theorem 11. 7/^4 is a commutative ring and A =M, then A is iso-

morphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings each with a

unity. Some are fields and others are fields modulo the ideal of zero-

divisors. If A has A CC, the latter set are fields modulo their maximal

nilideals.

Of course A itself may not have a unity, for let A be the weak

direct sum of an infinite number of fields. Every element of A is a

zero-divisor and A has no unity.

In summary we have:

A = MR = ML if and only if A has a unity and any one of the five

following conditions: DCC on one-sided ideals; ACC on one-sided

ideals; a unity element in A—J; a non-zero-divisor; a non-left and

non-right-zero-divisor.

A = Mr if and only if A has a right unity and one of the following

three conditions: DCC on right ideals; ACC on left ideals; A—J

has a unity element and A = J-\-Ax implies that x must be in Ax.
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A = Mr implies that A has a left unity, if it has a non-left-zero-

divisor.

A = Mr if and only if A has a unity, if A has a non-zero-divisor.
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